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MetaReal Corp. (Headquarters: Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, CEO: Junichi Goishi) and its subsidiary, Rozetta 

Corp. (Headquarters: Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, CEO: Maro Watanabe), have announced the release of 

"ChatM.AI (Browser Extension)" an extension for "Google Chrome" that allows general individual users 

to easily engage in interactive conversations with an AI chatbot. The service will be available starting from 

July 12, 2023. 

 

 

 

[Features of "ChatM.AI (Browser Extension)"] 

 
"ChatM.AI (Browser Extension)" is a service where AI quickly learns from any website and the AI chatbot 

provides responses. The service utilizes information from the visited website and provides the source of the 

information. 

 

Even if a visited website does not have a chatbot, users can receive interactive responses about the 

information on the website through the "ChatM.AI (Browser Extension)" integrated into "Google 

Chrome." 

 

The use of "ChatM.AI (Browser Extension)" by general individual users is currently free of charge. 
 

 

Demo video：https://youtu.be/fnUx6LaZgKI 

  

 

[Delayed] The AI chatbot extension for Google Chrome,  

enabling effortless conversations with websites across the globe 

https://youtu.be/fnUx6LaZgKI


[Overview of "ChatM.AI (Browser Extension)"] 

 

Service Name: "ChatM.AI (Browser Extension)" 

Target: General individual users  

Features: Available as an extension for "Google Chrome" browser 

DL Store Site: https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/chatmai-web-wide-

wonders/fdcbkohjcoaihblpjlaelmbhijhangbo?hl=ja&authuser=1 

MetaReal AI Service Series: Provides the AI generation platform "Metareal AI," in-house AI/AI app 

development "neurassist," on-premises AI customization "neuraleap," fully customized AI development 

"neuraforce," and AI chat "ChatM.AI." 

 

 

[Impact on business performance] 

 

The impact on our company's performance is minimal. 

 

 

 

About MetaReal Corp.  
Company name: MetaReal Corp.  

URL: https://www.metareal.jp/?language=en 

Location: New Kudan Building, 3-7-1 Kanda Jimbocho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo  

Representative: Junichi Goishi, CEO 

Established: February 2004  

Business: Language barrier-free services through AI translation; planning, development and operation of 

VR life services  

 

 

About Rozetta Corp.  
Company Name: Rozetta Corp.  

URL: https://www.rozetta.jp/?language=en 

Location: 3-7-1 Kanda Jimbocho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan  

Representative: Maro Watanabe, CEO  

Business: Development and operation of highly accurate AI automatic translation, aiming to liberate the 

world from linguistic barriers. Rozetta’s automatic translation products have been adopted by more than 

6,000 companies and organizations globally, serving various fields such as medicine, law, finance, IT 

communications, semiconductors, and precision equipment.  

 
 

For press inquiries: 

Rozetta Corp. Metareal AI Team  

Email: metarealai-pr-en@rozetta.jp  

  

For inquiries about products and services: 
Website: https://metarealai.com/ 
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